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UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION

OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL

WASHINGTON, DC 20436

June 22, 2015 IG-NN-019

Chairman Broadbent:

This memorandum transmits the Office of Inspector General’s final report, Audit of Hardware 
Inventory Management, OIG-AR-15-11.

This audit focused on whether the Commission uses its hardware inventory to manage its 
network.

In finalizing this report, we analyzed management’s comments to our draft report and have 
included those comments in their entirety as Appendix A. This audit determined that the 
authorized hardware inventory was effective, and we identified three areas for potential 
improvement.  

This report presents five recommendations to address the areas for improvement. In the next 30 
days, please provide me with your management decisions describing the specific actions that you 
will take to implement each recommendation.

Thank you for the courtesies extended to the auditors during this review.

Philip M. Heneghan
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Management Comments and Our Analysis

On July 17, 2015, Chairman Meredith M. Broadbent provided management comments on the 
draft report.  She acknowledged that the Commission had an effective authorized hardware 
inventory and agreed with our findings on areas for improvement.  The Commission plans to 
make management decisions to address the recommendations in the report.

Objective, Scope, and Methodology

Objective:

Does the ITC use its hardware inventory to manage its network?

Scope:

This audit assessed the management of all physical and virtual hardware connected to the ITC 
network that had the ability to listen or transmit on the network. This audit assessed the 
capabilities of the Commission as of June, 2015.

Methodology:

1. Collected inventory from the CIO.
2. Gathered information from appropriate CIO divisions related to their use of the hardware 

inventory.
3. Analyzed provided inventory and CIO responses, and compared Commission practices to 

industry and Federal best practices, including guidance from US-CERT.

We conducted this performance audit in accordance with Generally Accepted Government 
Auditing Standards (GAGAS). Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to 
obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and 
conclusions based on our audit objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained provides a 
reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives.
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Appendix A:  Management Comments on Draft Report





 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
“Thacher’s Calculating Instrument” developed by Edwin Thacher in the late 1870s.  It is a cylindrical, rotating slide 
rule able to quickly perform complex mathematical calculations involving roots and powers quickly.  The instrument 
was used by architects, engineers, and actuaries as a measuring device.   
 
 

 

 




